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Abstract
Humanoid robots can achieve increasingly complex functions and adapt to
more complex environments. To boost the development of humanoid robot
technology, a team at Beijing Institute of Technology initiated the research on
humanoid robots from 2000. Their research primarily focuses on stable walking, whole-body complex motion, human-robot interaction, and multimodal
motion of humanoid robots. Thus far, the team has developed 6 generations
of humanoid robots. The latest humanoid robot, BHR-6P, can achieve multi-mode motions (for example, walk, jump, fall protection, crawl and roll),
which will significantly improve the ability of robot to adapt to the environment. This paper presented the historical evolution of BHR humanoid robots
and outlined their functions and features.
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1. Introduction
Humanoid robots are expected to achieve most human motions, adapt to complex environments and accomplish human-like tasks due to their similar shape
to human body. The earliest full-scale humanoid robot is the “WABOT-1” developed in Waseda University, Japan (Lim & Takanishi, 2007). For decades since
then, some famous humanoid robots have developed, such as P2 (Hirai et al.,
1998), WABIAN (Lim & Takanishi, 2007), ASIMO (Hirose & Ogawa, 2007),
HRP (Kaneko et al., 2004), Johnnie (Löffler et al., 2004), HUBO (Cho et al., 2009),
ATLAS (https://www.bostondynamics.com/atlas), and CASSIE
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(http://www.agilityrobotics.com/). In the 1980s, China began to study humanoid
robots. Several teams from Harbin Institute of Technology, National Defense
University of Science and Technology, Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT),
Tsinghua University, and other universities, were formed for the humanoid robot research.
BIT launched the research of humanoid robots and formed a research team in
2000. The team leader is Prof. Qiang Huang. The team unveiled the BHR-1 humanoid robot in 2002 (Huang et al., 2002). The term BHR is the acronym from
Beijing Institute of Technology Humanoid Robots. To promote the research of
humanoid robot, the Intelligent Robotic Institute (IRI), BIT, was established
with the team as the core in 2005. The director of IRI is also Prof. Qiang Huang.
Up to now, the team in IRI, BIT, has developed 6 generations of BHR humanoid
robots, from BHR-1 to BHR-6 (Huang et al., 2002; Huang et al., 2007; Yu et al.,
2014b; Meng et al., 2015).
In general, from BHR-1 to BHR-5, the team focused on humanoid walking
and manipulation (Chen et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2018). The
humanoid robots can walk, play the traditional martial arts (e.g. TaiChiand
broadsword), perform human-like facial expressions, and play table-tennis. In
order to have the humanoid robot adapt to complex unknown environments,
from 2011, the team shifted their focus to enhance the environmental adaptabilities of humanoid robots via multi-mode motions (e.g. walk, jump, crawl, roll,
climb, and fall protection). In 2017, BHR-6 with some basic multi-mode motions
was unveiled. Despite significant progress in humanoid research, there is still a
long way to break through technical challenges to go to bring humanoid robots
to practical applications of serving humanity.

2. Roadmap and Outline of BHR Humanoid Robots
The BIT team of humanoid research strives to break through motion control methods, key components, and system integration of humanoid robots. Thus far, 6
generations of BHR humanoid robots have been developed by the team (Figure 1).

Figure 1. BHR humanoid robots from BIT.
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The BHR-1, the first generation of BHR humanoid robot, was unveiled in
2002. It is the first full-scale bipedal robot without external tether in China. It
can dynamically walk. Based on BHR-1, BHR-2 unveiled in 2005 can perform
whole body motion, such as tai-chi and some other Chinese martial arts. The
third generation, BHR-3 unveiled in 2007, was designed for commercial use. The
team enhanced its reliability, and sold some BHR-3 robots to several museums,
for example, China Science and Technology Museum, and Guangdong Science
and Technology Center. Then, the BHR-4 robot was unveiled in 2009 and it can
mimic typical human expressions, such as smile, angry, surprise, sadness, and so
on. The BHR-5 robot unveiled in 2011, as a testbed to study fast humanoid manipulation based on vision, can play table-tennis against human or robotic opponents. Two BHR-5 robots can rally up to 200 rounds. The latest generation,
BHR-6 unveiled in 2017, has the capability of multi-mode motion, such as walk,
crawl, roll, and fall protection and recovery.

3. Development of the BHR Series
3.1. BHR-1—The First Full-Scale Bipedal Robot without Tether
in China
In 2000, the BIT team got budget for humanoid robot research from the State
High-Tech Development Plan (863 Program) of the Ministry of Science and
Technology of China and National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC).
Two years later, the first generation of BHR series robot, BHR-1 was unveiled,
which is the first fully integrated humanoid robot capable of dynamic walking
without tether in 2002. It marks a significant progress in the field of humanoid
robots in China. BHR-1 is 1.58 m tall, weighs 76 kg and has 28 degrees of freedom. It was equipped with gyro and acceleration sensors in the chest, force-torque
sensor on each foot, and vision system. It was a testbed for bipedal walking and
whole-body motion. The maximum walking speed of BHR-1 was 2 km/h. Some
motion planning and balance control methods were validated on BHR-1 robots.
At present, the BHR-1 robot is displayed in the History Museum of Beijing Institute of Technology (Figure 2).

3.2. BHR-2—Achieving Complex Motion
In 2005, BHR-2, the second generation of the BHR robot, was unveiled with the
support from 863 Program and NSFC. BHR-2 robot is 1.6 m tall, weighs 63 kg
and has 32 degrees of freedom. The BHR-2 robot improved the capability of
complex motion control based on BHR-1. The BHR-2 can perform the traditional martial arts (Figure 3), such as Tai Chi and broadsword. BHR-2 also
showed better balance control capability than BHR-1. In 2005, BHR-2 robots were
invited to give live performance on CCTV-1 “Innovation China” TV program
(Figure 4). The BHR-2 robots are selected as one of major national scientific and
technological achievements of 863 Program of tenth Five-Year Plan and invited
to participate in the Major Science and Technology Achievement Exhibition of
DOI: 10.4236/ahs.2019.81005
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Figure 2. BHR-1 exhibited at BIT Museum in Beijing.

Figure 3. BHR2 performing martial arts.

Figure 4. Live performance of BHR-5 robots on CCTV-1 in 2005.
DOI: 10.4236/ahs.2019.81005
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National Tenth Five-Year Plan of China in 2005. Many media reported the progress
of BHR-2 robots.

3.3. BHR-3—Commercial Humanoid Robot
The third generation, BHR-3 unveiled in 2007, was designed for museums, for
example, China Science and Technology Museum (Figure 5), Guangdong Science
and Technology Center and Zhejiang Science and Technology Museum. It was
the first time in China that adult-sized humanoid robots were sold as
commercial product. BHR-3 was implemented with modular design, which significantly improved the reliability and efficiency of robot. The robots performed
twice every day in museums.

3.4. BHR-4—Humanoid Robot for Human-Robot Interaction
The issue of human-robot interaction is important for having humanoid robots
serve humans in daily life. A humanoid robot preferably has a humanlike face
and makes facial expressions similar to human. In order to achieve this goal, the
BIT team developed BHR-4 robot (Figure 6), which was unveiled in 2009.
BHR-4 is very similar to the original model, a professor in the BIT team. It is 1.7
m tall, weights 65 kg, and has 46 degrees of freedom. There are 13 active degrees
of freedom in the robotic head. BHR-4 is capable of performing human-like facial expressions to express several typical emotions, such as happiness, anger,
disgust, fear, sadness, and surprise (Yu et al., 2014a). Besides performing facial
expressions, BHR-4 also has the functions of its previous generations, such as
locomotion with two legs.
The BHR-4 was selected as a significant achievement and was exhibited on the
20 Anniversary Achievement Exhibition of National High-tech Zone Constructh

tion in 2012. Many news media reported the research result (Figure 7).

3.5. BHR-5 Robot—A Robot that Can Play Table Tennis
Humanoid robots should not only be able to walk, but also have the ability of
manipulation. In order to investigate humanoid manipulation, the BIT team began to develop a new humanoid robot in 2008. The fifth generation of the BHR
robot, BHR-5, unveiled in 2011 can fulfill fast manipulation based on vision,
such as playing table tennis against human and robotic opponents (Figure 8).
Two BHR-5 robot played more than 200 rounds.
In order to play table tennis, BHR-5 first detects initial ball trajectory by stereo
vision system at a speed of 125 Hz, then predict the ball’s subsequent trajectory
by aerodynamics and bouncing model between the ball and the table, then plan
whole body’s motion for hitting the ball to desired landing area, and finally control the robot to accomplish the planned motion. To play table tennis, visual
precision, movement speed and balance capability are strict requirements on the
robot. If a humanoid robot can play table tennis, it would accomplish many other dynamic tasks.
DOI: 10.4236/ahs.2019.81005
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Figure 5. BHR-3 made demonstration in China Science and Technology Museum in Beijing.

Figure 6. BHR4 and its human template.

Figure 7. CCTV reported BHR-4 robot.
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Figure 8. BHR-5 playing ping-pong in 2012.

The BHR-5 was also exhibited on the 20th Anniversary Achievement Exhibition of National High-tech Zone Construction in 2012 (Figure 9 and Figure 10).
The news media praised BHR-5 as one of highlights of the exhibition.

3.6. BHR-6P Robot—Capable of Multi-Mode Motion
Humanoid robots are expected to assistor replace humans to accomplish tasks in
dangerous environments, for examples emergency rescue scenarios. To our experiences on humanoid experiments, although we try our best to keep a humanoid robot balance, the robot might fall down due to unexpected disturbance. It
is almost inevitable to avoid falling in real environments. If a humanoid robot
suffers from unexpected falling, the damage will be severe and the robot can’t
recover and continue to work. To grant a humanoid robot with multi-mode locomotion capability is a feasible way to make humanoid adapt to real environment. For example, if a robot suffers from falling down unexpectedly, it can try
to protect itself and recover again. If a robot can’t pass through low and narrow
space by walking, it might choose crawling. If a robot can’t pass through by
crawling, it might select jumping.
To break through these problems of humanoid robot, the development of
BHR-6 was launched in 2013. We conducted joint research with Takanishi Laboratory of Waseda University with the support of NSFC. In order to achieve
multi-mode locomotion, the robot should have large range of movement. High
strength and light weight mechanism are very critical for the robot. To endure
large impact during falling and achieve large range of movement, a parallel differential mechanism consisting of two leadscrew drives was used in waist joints.
In order to buffer and absorb impact during falling, some passive buffering material is attached on chest, knees, back, and hips.
In 2017, BHR-6 was unveiled, with the height of 1.65 m, the weight of 55 kg,
and 23 degrees of freedom. BHR-6 can walk on outdoor road, crawl, roll and
take fall protection (Figure 11 and Figure 12).
BHR-6was exhibited in 2017 in the State Exhibition of Five Years of Great
DOI: 10.4236/ahs.2019.81005
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Figure 9. CCTV reported BHR-5 robot.

Figure 10. BHR-5 was reported by CCTV on Internet.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. BHR-6 robot in 2017. (a) BHR-6 standing still; (b) BHR-6 walking on outdoor
road.
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Achievements (Figure 13). In August 2018, the BHR-6 was exhibited in the exhibition of 2018 World Robotics Conference (Figure 14).
The 2018 IEEE-RAS 18th International Conference on Humanoid Robots
(Humanoids 2018) took place in Beijing, China, on November 6 - 9, 2018. BIT
hosted the conference and technical tour, and about 200 scholars witnessed the
demonstration of BHR-6 humanoid robots during the technical tour (Figure
15).
All these significantly spread the impact of BHR humanoid robots at home
and abroad.

4. Future Work
In the future, the BIT team will continue to focus the research on multi-mode
motion of humanoid robot to enable BHR robots to have more motion modes
and transform autonomously among different motions according to environmental conditions.
The BIT team of humanoid research continues to receive budget supports from

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. BHR-6 crawling and falling protection. (a) BHR-6 crawling; (b) BHR-6 kneeling to reduce impact while falling down.

Figure 13. BHR-6P instate exhibition in 2017.
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Figure 14. BHR-6P in the exhibition of 2018 World Robotics Conference.

Figure 15. BHR-6P demonstration in Humanoids 2018 Conference.

NSFC, National Key R&D Program of China, and other national technology plans.
The team also gets strong support from Beijing Advanced Innovation Center for
Intelligent Robots and Systems (BAICIRS), BIT.
The long-term goal of the BIT team is to develop humanoid robots that can
work for the people at home or at danger, dirty, or dull environments instead of
human.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the development of six generations of BHR humanoid robots was
outlined. Each generation of robots inherits the merits of the previous generation of robots and achieves further progress. At present, the BIT team pays more
attention to enhancing the environmental adaptabilities of humanoid robots via
multi-mode motions. The achievements of the BHR series have expanded the
breadth and depth of the research on humanoid robots in China.
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